Greetings!

Now in our sixth year, students at BRI Leadership Conferences continue to tackle difficult issues in the national healthcare policy debate, like:

What challenges do current health policies pose to the patient-doctor relationship?

Fundamental issues that influence healthcare policy must be discussed head on in open, mutually respectful dialogue--even more so when the topic is controversial.

We find these issue discussions so critical in fact, that this year for the first time we are opening our Friday, March 9th Luncheon Keynote to the greater student body and the public!

**Friday, March 9th Luncheon Keynote address with Dr. Raul Artal**

OSU, Columbus, OH,
Meiling Hall #112          12noon - 1pm

Open to the public and greater OSU and OUHCOM student body!

*Register here to attend!*

Raul Artal, MD, FACOG, FACSM will be our luncheon Keynote Speaker on the topic of *Medical Ethics and the Holocaust: Lessons From the Past.* Dr. Artal, a Holocaust survivor, was born in a Nazi concentration camp. He is the Chairman and Professor Emeritus of the Department of Obstetrics, Gynecology and Women's Health at Saint Louis University. He is a graduate of Sackler School of Medicine, Tel Aviv University (where BRI has thriving chapter!), the author of over 200 publications and three books and is internationally recognized for his expertise in high risk obstetrics, exercise physiology, and ethical standards in medical practice/research.

Read his viewpoint piece: *Medicine After the Holocaust*
If you will be in the Columbus area & would like to join us for lunch & the talk, RSVP HERE. (Students already accepted to the conference do NOT need to register!)

**Check out our updated conference speaker lineup!**
Visit our dedicated Conference web page frequently for the latest in speakers, logistics and registrations to open sessions!

Robert Emmons, MD  Medical ethics & distributive justice
Merlin Huff, MFA  Communicating controversial ideas
Sameer Lakha, MD  Realities of Single-Payer
Katherine Restrepo, MA  Medicaid: challenges & solutions

**STUDENTS**: We are accepting Conference scholarship applications NOW. Don't wait. Apply TODAY!

CONFERENCE APPLICATION FORM

HELP A DESERVING MEDICAL STUDENT ATTEND THE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE!

It costs $1000 to host a medical student at BRI's Leadership Conference. If you are able to support a student to attend by donating any amount, we'd be very grateful. Every additional donation helps us bring more students to the conference to be exposed to free market, limited government solutions to healthcare policy and medical delivery models, like Direct Primary Care.

Join or Donate Today!
If you know deserving medical students who would be interested in being with us, please use the FORWARD button at the bottom of this email to spread the word.

If you are a medical student interested in healthcare policy, please take a few minutes and send in an application.

Thank you deeply for your partnership,

Beth Haynes, MD
Medical Director
Benjamin Rush Institute

NexGenMed Podcasts are alive, well & coming back on!

Episode #20: Aishat Olanlege, MD, Graduate of Ibadan Community Hospital, Nigeria on Nigeria: Medical school process, challenges and opportunities

LISTEN ON ITUNES

Florida residents: FL Reg #CH45194. A copy of official registration and financial information may be obtained from Division of Consumer Services toll free within FL. Registration does not imply FL endorsement, approval, or recommendation. 1-800-HELP-FLA (435-7352).